
Your role

As the senior product manager, you are responsible for the development planning and correct

execution of our demand response services. This entails working with the country managers to

prioritize the maintenance of live services and the efficient development and roll-out of new ones.

You function as the bridge between the country managers’ market needs and the R&D team. You

translate the business needs into the technical requirements.

You will be working closely with the CTO to align Flexcity’s overall technology and data strategy

with the company’s vision and leverage technology to differentiate from our competitors.

Finally, you function as a technology advisory board for the entire company and especially sales

and energy market experts to help them correctly operate complex demand response services, new

services or identify potential improvements in Flexcity’s processes.

Your responsibilities

● Be the main contact of the country managers to maintain current demand response services

and help new countries deliver their first services.

● Work with the R&D team to plan and develop functionality. Prioritize the functionality

together with the R&D team and align the planning with the different country managers.

● Work with the CTO to define the internal and external technology strategy and

opportunities

● Work with sales and presales to qualify complex and new proposals and required

developments

● Advice the delivery and operations teams in their technology choices and implementations



Your skills and profile

● You have experience as a product manager or have managed technology products or

services

● You have some experience in managing a team, indirectly or directly.

● You have a great affinity for technology and software developments. Ideally, you have

tinkered around with multiple software languages and have hands-on experience. For

example python, node, and cloud experience.

● Fluent in Dutch or French and English.

● Strong written and oral communication skills.

● You address challenges proactively and have commercial skills

● You are flexible, not afraid to think outside the box and you love to share your knowledge.

● You are deliverable-focused with a pragmatic and professional attitude.

Nice-to-have

● Software and or hardware hands-on experience

● Data science experience

● Cloud infrastructure knowledge

Our offer

● You will get clear responsibilities.

● You will join an enthusiastic team within an informal company culture.

● We offer an attractive salary package.

● We encourage innovation in new Energy services and inspire through interesting projects.

● We support training possibilities.

● We promote (inter)national mobility and flexible working hours.

● We create a sense of community through team events.

About Flexcity

Flexcity is a uniquely positioned energy technology company on the Internet of Energy. It is a

leading demand response aggregator in Benelux, France and Italy, and rapidly growing and

expanding to new regions. Flexcity’s core activity consists of supporting the balance of the power

grid through the operation and automated control of a large portfolio of flexible assets.

The portfolio of Flexcity is constituted of a large diversity of technologies such as batteries,

distributed generation, and large industrial processes. Flexcity is even capable of integrating

renewable energy sources in its portfolio and providing new potential revenue streams to emerging

technologies.

As a provider of smart energy management platform services based on innovative Smart Grid

technology, its applications focus on demand optimization and management. These services include

Demand Response, Load Shifting in a Smart Grid context. Flexcity supports industrial companies to

reduce electricity costs by providing demand-side management services based on innovative

optimization and modeling software applications.

Flexcity is really at the cutting edge of energy innovation. As a member of the team, you will

contribute to a sustainable low carbon energy sector. You will also get in touch with several

innovative and state-of-the-art technologies such as the Internet of Things, machine learning, and

blockchain.
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Linkedin & website

Flexcity is looking to expand their Technology team with a Senior Product Manager.

You are responsible for

. the development planning

. correct execution of our demand response services.

This means working with the country managers to prioritize the maintenance of live services and

the efficient development and roll-out of new ones.

You function as the bridge between the country managers’ market needs and the R&D team. You

translate the business needs into the technical requirements.

Tag Arnout

Check with Veolia Belgium HR
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